Informal Attnospliere
Marks Convocation.
"Does Man (need God ?"' , a question which has perplexed mankind
for centuries, wi ll be explored . . in
the three-day Religious Convocation
whic h wil l beg in on Sunday. .
This convocation is an annual endeavor on the par t o f th e'- Interfai th Association to provide thought
and di scussibn on the Colby campus
in a rel igious context. Because of
the success of- last year's f orm at,
the Convocation has again been
planned to center around dormi-

Rev. Allen Ma cLean

Rev. Victor Scalls, J r.

s CONVOCATION PROGRAM
Sunday, February 23'

7:30 A SERVICE OF CONTEMPORY WORSHIP

Monday, February 24

Rev. G.- Clayton Melting

Lorimer Chapel

10:30 ALL-COLLEGE ASSEMBLY
Lorimer Chapel
Speaker : Professor William Muehl
Subject : God' s Lost Dimension !
;
.
.
5 :00 CATHOLIC MASS
Rose Chapel
7:00 DORMITORY DISCUSSIONS WITH GUESTS:
Rev. John J. Grant
Lambda Chi Al pha
Rev. Allen MacLean '57
Kappa Delta Rho
Tau Delta Phi
Rev. G. Clayton Melling
Rev. Victor Scalise, Jr. '54
. Delta U psilon
Rabbi Harry Z. Sky
Phi Delta Theta
;
Rev. Gilbert Taverner '48 •
Small "

tory and fraternity bull sessions led
by six representatives of all three
main faiths. -These sessions, successfully initiated last year , provide an opportunity for informal ,
free-wheeling, mixed discussions to
develop /which are intellectually
more stimulating than the more
formal open question periods of
past convocations.
'

This year only one speaker will
hold an informal discussion on the
women's side of campus (Rev . G.
Clayton Melling, in Louise Coburn
on Tu esday night). Girls are invited to attend sessions in the fraternity houses and dormitories. The
Administration has granted 12's and
permission to be in the houses late
to enable women to participate in
sessions in the houses and dorms..

Rev. (Bilbert Tauemer

theme and keynote subject, (God's
Lost Dimension) , the sessions will
also encompass Colby problems relating to rehgion such as morality,
ethics, doubts , etc The responsibilities are with the students to provide food, for thought and discusIn addi tion to centering on the sion .

Tuesday, February 25

. Tha Convocation Committee would
like to express its appreciation to
Chaplain Osborne who coordinated
the plans and whose organization
provided invaluable aid to Co-Chairmen Louise MacCubrey and Geoff
Robbins and the committee.

10:30 Meeting for Guests

Chapel Lounge
3:30 Conversation with all Guests—Dunn & Smith Lounges
7:00 DORMITORY DISCUSSIONS WITH GUESTS :
;
Alpha Tau Omega
Rev. John "'J., Grant
¦
.
'57
,
Rev. Men MacLean
. Alpha: Delta Phi
Rev; O. Glaytori Melling
Lduise' ¦ Coburn
Pi Lambda Phi
Rev. Victor- Scajise, Jr., '54
' ' ' ';
'
'
\
.
Rabbi Harry Z. Sky
.
. . ' - , ; : ^ta -Psi
^
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Rev, Gilbert Taverner '48
'

-

Faculty AppomlmiMJ tSy
Pro-motion Annotmce^
With the commencement of second
semester oomesv an announcement of
several new, instructoi's to the Colby
faculty .
i Two instructors have been added
to the English Department. Mr , Allan Poitu Green , recipient of a BA
degree from Bucknell in 1936 and
MA from Rutgers in . 1960, is at
present a candidate for tho Ph.D.
from Rutgers . University. Green
served as 2nd Lt. in the U.S. Army
Transport Corps.
. ,
Mr . John Mizner' has also , joined
the faculty of the English department , as an instructor , Missner , who
was ' born in Vienna , Austria, received his BA from Antipoh College
in 1956, an MJA from the University
of Pennsylvania in 1961, and is currently a candidate for the Ph.D.
-
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Rev. J ohn J . Grant

Rabbi Harr y Z. Sky

Oh df iitia, (India ,

MIT Professor T6 Lectoe

¦¦ Dr. Myron Weiher, Associate
In addition, to a number of jour-: Written Party Politics In India
Professor of Political Science at nal articles , professor Weiner has
•(Continued on Page Three)
at that university. , His area,s '.ol •M.I.T. and an expert in Asian _M>lispecialization include : Restoration tics, will be the next lecturer of the
arid 18th Century English Litera- Gabrielson series on "February 27.
ture , 19th Century English Liter- 'His subject is China and India.
Proressor Werner was born ,, in
ature , and 20th Century American
Brooklyn on yRtarbh 11, 1931 and
Literature.
Mr . Donald Arthur Slagel has was graduatel Phi Beta Kappa from
been appointed assistant in the mu- the City College , of New York in
sic department j A recipient of BM 1951. Ho received his master's deand MM degrees from Indiana Uni- gree in 1958 iarid his Ph.D. in philversity, Stagel has boon music '^su- osophy in 1955 from Princeton Unipervisor in • tho Winslow schools versity where he remained as an
since 1961. Previous to this, StagoJ instructor anil research assistant.
had been a member of the Ameri- From 1956 until 1901, Dr. Weiner
can Savoyards , a group specialising held tho position of assistant proin Gilbert and Sullivan productions, fessor of political science at the Unand had worked in the editorial : de- iversity of Chicago where, in 1959,
partment of Ohappell and Cp,, mu- ho became, -assistant editor of the
sic publishers. 'He is conducting, the "Journal ofy Asian Studies."
Glee Club this semester, replacing
From l%bt th rough 1955, ProfesProfeaor Peter Re, who is on leave. sor Weiner studied
arid rosoarohod
" Mrs. Maroio A-nn WeinboT j oins in India as a recipient ' of a Fulhor husband on the Colby staff wifh bright Award and as a Ford Founan appointment as instructor in dation Fellpyir . He lias been in Inphysical education '. ' Mrs. Wej ilbol , dia several 'times . since on fellowwho received her BS degree" from ships from ' 'th'o Social, Soienoo ReState
Toaohers
College, ,, . 'B last search Council y the Guggonhoim
,
Strpudsberg, has . taught ph ys. ' ed. Memori al Foundation , and tho Itocat tho ,Thomas Dale and Magruddr kdfollor Jl'd fe aroh Foundation, Alschools in Virginia and at. tho Wil- though his , wdrlc has, been primarily
li am Floyd School i n 'Shirl ey/ Now bonnop tod wifcli India , he i has also
York , She is replacing Mrq; vlW._ar- travelled . and studied 'in Pakistan ,
jori o Bitlibr , currently on Sabbatical 'Japan , and' 'th o countries of south¦
, '¦
loavd this , semester.
Second Gabrielson Setters, Sbedher
east Asia ,! i '
'
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The Beyon d §bi Our timi

Sandi Haywood

This Sunday evening — Feb. 23rd
— at 7 :30 p.m. Colby's Chapel is
to 'be an experimental center for a
creative worship service using contemporary idiom in language, music, art and modern dance. Since it
is the product of my January labours , I wanted to give you some
idea of the thoughts and concerns
behind it. Besides , I wanted to share
some o'f my excitement at having
had the chance to work out what
Dr. Todrank. has often called "one's
own festival of the new moon" —
;
that if one is not wholly satisfied
with what goes on during the Sunday hour each week, one ought to
prepare a service which will express
more meaningfully one's worship of
that which is "of ultimate concern,"
that • which one "takes seriously
without reservation." (Tilheh) . This January Plan came into being for me out of a concern that if
there are and ultimate or absolutes
or depths somehow sustaining and
integrating modern man 's life , these
ultimates or depths ought to be
"expressablo " in twentieth century
terms. "If the essence does not alter , its expression is never final."
Man must be able to speak of his
understanding o'f "God," "salvation ," "sin" in language and symbols which are most meaningful and
relevant to his contemporary situation. We ought to be sure that the
God we are praying to is the God
we believe in. The very foundation
of worship is man's knowledge and
understanding of God and of the relationship which he believes to exist
between himself and that Deity.
, Worship mi ght be defined- as the

Gabe Lecture
"Witty But
I would
Irrelevant"

symbolic expression of man's attitude toward that -which ho considers divine. This attitude,
suggest, ought at least to include a
sense of humbleness, recognition iof
the need for wholeness, exultation
and praise, assertion of depth and
meaning in this world (the Beyond
in our midst), renewal of relationship, and dedication to reconciliation with one's fellowmen. "Wh atever stimulates the comprehensive
bringing of one's total life experience into harmony with ultimate
cosmic reality deserves a place in
the effective framework >f worship. " (W. H. Clark)
I do not know to what extent
you will share with me these attitudes and understandings. The Vesper service Sunday evening is by no
means a completed or finished expression of my interpretation o'f
worship. I have been conscious in its
preparation of the importance of
corporate symbolic expression — of
preventing the service from being
merely a performance for your curiosity or entertainment , or merely
a subjective statement on my part.
A service of worship per ae is not
to be equated with the worship experience, nor context mistaken for
content. A "worshipful" experience
can never be artificially or mechanically produced , though , liopefully,
it will be sustained and enriched by
the elements of the service itself.
The value of the worship service on
the 23rd will lie primarily in the
character of your own attitude and
involvement. I can only ask that
you come genuinely seeking creative growth, with openness to at
least the possibility of an experience
in depth.

NSM Elects Leaders,
Plans Future Goals

By Donna Brown
The Colby chapter of Northern
Student Movement met recently to
elect new leadership and to discuss
aims and future plans of the organization. After deciding that the
organization could most effectively
be led through a coordinating committee, the members elected a committee of five : Arthur Sills; chairman ; Stuart Rakoff j Dick Jacobs ;
Louis Fiedler; Donna Brown.
NSM at Colby has two primary
responsibilities. The fi rst is to help
campus become concerned for and
inv olved in th e civil ri ghts is sue by
keeping it informed about the activities of state, regional , and national organizations which are contime NSM will organize- projects alcerned with this issue. At iihe samo
lowing active campus participation '
in ¦this . nioyornent.y The second responsibility ¦io ¦ to - ' -assist the civil
rights struggle in any way possible.
The two responsibilities are necessarily inter-related.
An y organizati on - is vital and ef-

fective only in proportion to the
earnestness and creativity of its
members. New ideas havo so far
been primarily in the field of fund
raising. Monetary aid is one effective means to hel p areas where the
civil ri ghts crisis is most intense.
"The ques tion is, how can th e crisis
which exists right here be exposed ?
We are open to your concern and
constructive critic-ism. ,

W.A.A. 8PORTSDAY
Saturday, February 22) 1864
with Bates , Westbrook and U. of
Maine 9 :45 - 12:00
Basketball 4 Volleyball
, An afternoon skating exhibit ,

Free Ska t in g

®tji> Glolhg Erim

.
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by Barry Wi lldorf
- (Ed. Note. The author recently
completed a January P rogram on
'
China.)
The first 1964 Gabrielson Lecture
in. a series on "China in Our Times"
was /presented last Thursday evening ; by Prof. Paul Linebarger cf
Johns Hopkins University. Linebarger spoke on "The Two Chinas".
If Linebarger's lecture could foe
judg ed on its entertainment value
alone, it was a tremendous success.
It was well-presented, witty, and
very humorous. Indeed , one could
almost forget that he was at a lecture and think himself attending a
Boh Hope monologue.
Unfortunately, a, lecture implies
more than a rollicking laugh-along.
It is supposed to he informative and
stimulating. Linebarger's attempt
was a failure. Throughout the entire - lecture , the audience was subjected to innumerable assertions and
statements which were irrelevant,
groundless , or undefended. In place
of explanations or substantiations
for these assertions, we heard a little joke or anecdote , which was intended to make us forget to question the validity of the statements.
Disenchantment began when Linebarger thought himself qualified to
declare Mao T' se-Tung insane on
the basis of a mere three-hour . interview. His psychiatric diagnosis
of Mao was followed by his opinion
of Chiang Kai-Shek , an opinion
which , like that of Mao, is completely irrelevant. We were told that
Chiang is a kindly old gentleman.
But , Prof. Linebarger neglected to
discuss Chiang politically, where he
is something less than kindly. On
his say so, I cannot believe that
strikers were served hot lunches
during Chiang 's regime. .Numerous
sources (not only Linebarger's "favorite paper ", the New York Times)
attest to the fact that the Nationalists could break strikes with the
best of them .
Prof . Linebarger also neglected to
mention the Nationalist deserters ,
sometimes amounting to entire divisions , who threw in th eir lot with
the .Communists. The Chinese apparently didn 't think he was such
a "nice sweet old man ". Linebarger then dismissed the Nationalist
collapse as due to the Russians
"outbi ddin g" us. This is a highly
debatable point and could have been
the topic of an entire lecture. Linebarger took less than a minute. It
was the same with every;point he
discussed.
Linebarger 's optimism over the
situation of the two Chinas was ,
h owever , very heartening. He placed
little importance on the fact that
Red China show s si gns of emergen ce as a world power, that she is
making tremendous progress . indust riall y ^if not agriculturally, and
that her new-fdund prestige is an
ins piration t o milli ons . of povertystri cken Asiatics ,
Rather than di scussing these
problems and what v/o can do about
th em ,. ho assured us that the SinoSoviet split will take China out of
th e world p icture. Knowing this wo
can, a'll> 'sit back and bo apathetic.
There is no need to understand, why
wo losb China in tho firs t plaoo.
I was relieved to discover that
if tho Sin o-Soviet split fails to bring
tho desired, results , w o havo a trum p
card . It makes mo sloop, much hotter to know that if wo cannot win
by our correct- ideology alone , wo
have enou gh bombs to eliminate
each'Chin ese nine times.
To sum up Prof , Linebarger 's lecture/ ho told us what wo wanted to
hoa iv 'Ho gave many assurances of
Communist ^ China 's col lapse. But,
facts about Communist and Nationalist program s, and thoir respective
accomp lishments woro fow , However , wo mil had a very enjoyable eve?
ning wi thout having bo devote very
much thought tp tho problem ,

OTTOBlCf , GOWBMMM^WY
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February 17, 1964
.
A regular meeting of the Council
was called to order at 7 :00 p.m . by
President Schoeman. The secretary's minutes were read and corrected. The Treasurer reported a
cash 'balance of if559.70 and av sinking-fund balance of $1,755.88. Sophomore class, senior class, Men's Judiciary, and USNSA were not repx
resented.
COMMITCTEE REPORTS :
1. Social Committee — Peter
' . ,Y
Harfc , Chairman :
a) Dr. Jacques Barzun of Columbia University will be invited to
speak at the symposium on "Is
America Anti-Cultural ?''
b) The Chad Mitchell Trio will
be featured at the Spring Concert
on Apriri2 at 7 :30 p.m .
c) The first of the informal dances will be held this Friday, Feb. 21,
f rom 9 :00-12:00 , with music by the
"Intruders ".
d) Dick Pious will speak on "Reflections of Panama" on Tuesday,
Feb. 18, at 4:00 in Smith Lounge,
Runnals.
e) There will be a ineeting of all
social chairmen on Wednesday, Feb.
19, at 4 :00 to discuss the social regulations and possible revisions.
ANNGUNC1EMENTS : _
1. On Friday, March 20, Fulton
Lewis III , narrator of the film "Operation . Abolition ", will speak under Stu-G auspices.
2. There will he a Conference on
Disarmament at Clark University
this weekend. If interested , see
Steve Schoeman for information.
3. Stu Rakoff was nominated to
be the campus coordinator for Moderator magazine.
4. A change in the vacation cut
rule was noted and a letter of
thanks will be sent to the faculty
for this improvement in the rule.
5. Material on the Travel Service
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maintained by NSA willyibe placed
in ' a central location , probably in' the
library, where it will be more " accessible to ' interested , students. Notices will be posted as to the exact
location where the material may be
obtained .
<¦
OLD BUSINESS :
. '*
1. A motion by. Miss Koch to accept the resolution concerning federal aid to education passed the
council by a 14-1 vote. (See attached
sheet for text of resolution.)
2. An expression of our condolence will be conveyed to the family
of Abraham M. Sonnabend , a trustee o'f Colby, who died suddenly on
February 1
1.
NEW BUSINESS :
1. Since several girls have requested that doors be put on the
phone booth s in the dorm s to provide more -privacy, a letter will be
sent to Buildings and Grounds asking about the. possibility of this.
2. Mr. Rakoff read an advertisement placed in a newspaper by the
Committee on Sane Nuclear Policy
and in a subsequent motion asked
the council to help this committee
to educate and inform the people
of the nation on the dangers of the
nuclear race by contributing $25.00.
The motion was defeated by a 3-10
vote.
3. Mr. Hart made the following
motion : Since the $900 originally
appropriated for political speakers
has been spent , the Chair shall desist from writing any more letters to political speakers "without
the approval of the Executive Committee of the council. The . motion
passed by a vote of 15-1 .
Since there was no further business, the meeting was adjou rned at
7 :40 p.m. . .
Respectfully submitted ,
Ce'Ce Sewall, Secretary

Resolution Gove rning
Federal Aid To Educat ion

3. ADULT LITERARY PROWhereas , The United States -faces
problems which only an educated GRAMS
4. EDUCATION OF. MIGRANT
and highly, skilled nation can overWORKERS
come j and
5. , AID TO HANDICAPPED
Whereas , The cost of higher education is becoming an increasingly CHULDREN
,
PROheavy burd en t o man y Am erican 6. . REHABILITATION
' < ¦ '' ) studen ts ' attending institutions of GRAMS
7. AID TO THE FINE ARTS
higher education ; and
8. MEDICAL AND DENTAL ED: Whereas , Increasing and excessr
ive dem ands, are being m,ade on the UCATION : medicaly and dental
facilities of educational institutions scholarshi ps, mat chin g grants for
by a rapidly expanding student pop- the con structi on of new medical and
dental schools.
ulation ; and
'Stat'
Whereas,
o and local govern- .9. • EDUCATIONAL TELEVIm ents are fin d in g it incr easin gly SION : research 1 and development,
difficult , for lack o f funds and n ew grants to aid in the establishment
sources of revenue, to meet the de- of non-profit educational television
mands placed upon their education- stations
. 10. NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNal institutions ; theref ore ,
DATION
: summer training courses
HBSOLVT2D, That the Council of
school science and mathefor
high
the Student Government Associamatics
tea
chers, grants - to colleges
tion supports the principle of Fedfor
basic
s
cienc e re sea rch facilities
oral aid to education provided that
PUB&ICI
LIBRARY EXPAN,
1
1
such aid bo withheld from any ed.
PROGRAM
which
SION
ucational institution
maintain s a policy o'f discrimination 12. FOUEIGN STUDENT EXbased yon race , religion , o r nation al CHANGE PROGRAMS
13. PROGRAM OF GENERAL
ori gin' ;
,:
AID
FOR STUDY ON THE GRAD•RESOLVED , That the Council of
UATE
AND POST-GRADUATE
Student Governm ent' Association
favors Federal aid for tho following LEVELj
14. SUMMER SCHOOL PROprovided that such aid will not load
Q-1MMS
to a seriou s imbalan ce in the eduoa-,
tional community between the sci- •RESOLVED, That th o Student
Government Association urge tho
ences and the humanities : , -i
i; COLLEGE AID : classroom following :
1. Tho Maine delegation to tho
construction , coll ege scholarships
Congress of tho United States do all
and teacher salaries,
2. • EDUCATIONAL QUALITY : in its power to support Federal aid
- . ,- ,
scholarships for those students in- to education
,
2 . Tho Board , of Trustees o'f Coltendin g to enter the teaching profession/ th© establishment of teach- by Collogo enact a resolution suping institutions lit colleges and uni- porting Federal aid to education
versities , grants for I toaohor prepar- 3. Tho faculty of Colby Collogo
ation pr ograms, and -support of enact a resolution supportin g Fed'
touching research and domonsfcra- eral "'aid to education
Continued on Pago Nino
tion projects ,
;
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world-f acnous Hungarian Royal Hungarian Conservatory of
ZThe
Quartet will . be the faculty at Music in 1936. His , career, like those
Colby's Summer School of Music of many other young artists, was
here, July 6 to August 15. The interrupted by the -war , but was
school was inaugurated last summer resumed after the armistice with
with the Juilliard String Quartet solo concert s in Europe, South Ain residence.
merica , and the U.S. Before joining
The curriculum offers master the Hungarian Quartet , he .was proclasses in chamber music ; courses fessor of cello and chamber music
on music theory and analysis;. and at the University of Oklahoma.
instruction on the techniques of
ensemble playing.
Processor Peter Re, a member of
Colby's faculty since 1951, is director. A composer and conductor , he is
a graduate of the Yale School of
Music where he studied under the
late Paul Hindemith.
The Hungarian Quartet has an inNew faces appeared in the ECHO
ternational reputation. With thou- office Tuesday night as the second
sands of concerts to its credit dn semester staff put out its first pafive continents, the Quartet has per .
participated in no less than ten
Jan Wood , '65 a sociol ogy major
major European music festivals.
from Maiden , Mass., is now ManagIn 1962 it was the '.'Visiting ing Editor , while Bill Neil , '65, an
String Quartet" at the University history major from Ridgewood , N.J.
of Colorado in Boulder where, in heads the 'business staff as Business
addition to playing publlic concerts, Manager.
the members taught classes in
News will be covered by News
string quartet literature and held Editor Barb Howard , '65, an Engopen seminar rehearsals. The group lish major from Houlton , Maine.
has also been quartet-in-1-esidence She will be assisted by Carol Bressat the University of Southern Cal- ler , '66, and Herb ¦ Swartz , J67.
ifornia , Mills College, the Univer- Jan Buffington , '65, and Anne Bugsity of Oregon , and ab the Aspen gies , ' 6J3, will be doing features, asMusic Festival.
sisted by Andy Maizner ' 66 and
Members of the Quartet are Zol- Rick Sadowski '67. Jan is a .psytan Szekely, firs t violin ; Michael chology major from Lynn , Mass ;
Kuttner ," second violin; Denes Ko- Anne is an English major fro m Gorromzay, viola ; and Gabriel Magyar, ham , N.H. •
Sports events will he covered by
cello.
Pete
Fellows '66 , an history major
Szekely was born in Kocs, a small
from
Concord , N.H., assisted by
Hungarian town. When his family
Scotti '65, Al Filadoro '67/
Gavin
moved to Budapest , he became a
and
Derek
Schuster '67.
pupil of the great Hungarian roasMake-up
Editor Carol Johnson
ter , Jeon Hubay, director of the
assisted
by - Judy Radwany '65
'65,
Royal Academy of Music. While
and
Joanne
Richmond
'66, will plan
still a student , Szekely came in
Pam
Pierson
layout.
Cartoons
by
close contact with the composer Bela
"65
will
brightBartok . The two gave many sonata !65 and Chris Brown
recitals together , establishing a en the ECHO .
life-long friendship which culminatThe business staff will consist of
ed in the dedication of Bartok' s only Pete Nestor. '6& as Assistant Businviolin concerto to Saekely. For a. ess Manager , Randy Roody '65 as
number of years , Ss-olcely was at- Financial Manager , Dave Parrish
tached to tho Conservatory of Am- '65 as Advertising Manager, assiststerdam as pro fessor of violin.
ed by Barry Kligerman '66, CircuA native of Budapast , luitther lation and Subscription Managers
graduated from the Royal Academy aro . Mike Thomas '67 and Gerry
of Music at the ago of 17. He organ- Marcus '67. Ph otography will be
ized his own quartet in 1935 and done by Nick Loosin '65 .
throo years later broug ht it to the
The editorial board will consist
U.S. where ho joined tho faculty of of Jan Wood '65, Bill Noil '65, Poto
Westminster Choir Collogo (Prince- Follows '66, Skip Kincly '66, Barb
ton, N.J.). From 1938 to the out- Howard '65, Carol Johnson '65 ,
break of .Worl d War II , his group Pote Nost er '66 ,- Jan Buffin gton '65,
presented concerts - as tho-Westmin- Anno Ru gglos '66, Chris Brown '65,
Diane ' Matteson '65, and Btfoky
ster Quartet,
Koromzay is also a native of Bud- Smith '65.
apest where he received his . musical
MIT PROFESSOR
training at the Royal Academy of
A
'
. (Continued from Pago One) '
Musio. As a violin soloist , he performed throughout Europe and serv- (1957), Politics of tho Developing
ed as the o'onoertmastor of tho Bud- Areas (with Gabriel Almond and
apest Concert Orchestra. Wh ij n/ tho .Tames Coleman , 1960) and Tho PolHungarian Quartet was .formed , in itics of Scarcity (1962), .Ahothpr
1935, KoromKay took up iho viola , book , Political Change In South
an ' instrument which ho"had iMyod Aslai was published in India in the
in' student performances of oliarivb&r summer of 1963.
y
,- ¦ ¦ ' ,
music.
Professor Weiner is married to'
Tho fourth member of the Quar- tho former. Sheila Loinjaij .' Thoy '
tet, oollbisfc Gabriel Magyar,, receiv- havp ono daughter and aire present¦
ed his master's degree , fro|fn ,„tho ly residing in Brookline , Mass, . .,

ECHO Staff .

Changed For
Second Term

Colby College has been invited to David-.-S;-"' ~Blair, Assistant Dean of
participate in the Coopercttiye Un- the ' College," is Program Director.
dergraduate Program for Critical
Dean . ' Blair states-, that all those
Languages at Princeton University. enrolled Ajn the program , are doing
The program offers students an op- well scholastically and, have adjustportunity, during their junior year, ed with little difficulty to life on
for an intensive study at Prince- campus. All were invited to join the
ton of languages which are not "Woodrow Wilson Society ' where
taught at an advanced level on most of them take their meals. The
their home campuses. These include society has a Russian and a Chinese
Arabic , Chinese, 'Japanese , Persian , table where only those languages are
Turkish , and Russian, with rele- spoken.
Russian and Chinese were the
vant area studies in the humanities
and social sciences. Russian is languages chosen by twelve of this
first group , with one working in
taught at Colby..
Established "to help meet the Japanese , and one in Persian . Dean
growing national need for persons Blair said the committee hoped to
thoroughly familiar with critical encourage more, students to choose
languages," the program was devel- the latter two -languages, as well as
oped with financial assistance - from Arabic and Turkish.
the Carnegie Corporation of New
"While the year has not ended
York.
.
we believe that . the program has
By means of the program , a stun proved out in action ," Dean 1 Blair
dent spends his or her junior year said. "Most , if. not all, of theystuat Princeton , having acquired at dents , will have achieved such a
least an elementary, and preferably, high level of linguistic competence
an intermediate knowledge of the by the time they return to their
language, either on the, home cam- home campuses that , when they repus, or by enrolling in an intensive ceive their degrees , they should be
course such as is offered by the Col- well qualified for graduate 'work."
by College Summer School of LanProfessor Jean Bundy, chairman
guages.
of the Department of Modern LanAfter a year at Princeton, stu- guages, has been appointed by
dents return to their own colleges President Strider to represent the
to complete their undergraduate ed- college in the program. Applicaucation. In certain instances candi- tions and additional details are
dates may continue for a second available through Professor Bundy.
year at the university before returning, thu s taking five years to complete the requirements for an A.B.
degree.
In a letter inviting Colb y's participation , Princeton President Robert F. Golieen observes that students may develop an interest in
critical languages and related areas
aftei\ enrolling in colleges that do
There is an increase of approxinot offer them. Princeton 's promately 10%
summer jobs
in
gram is designed to answer that
throughout the United States availneed. ,
able to students and teachers in
"Forty to fifty students are selected annually from among those
nominated by participating colleges .

1964 over last year , accor ding - to
Mrs^'lfynena Leith^E$titiorj" f'Summer -Sinplbynierit Directory. "- The'
greatest increase id found in, summer ycamps (particul'arly-S'cain^s for
exceptional children') ,*"" summer theatres, and resorts in the New England and. North-Central states.
A limited number of jobs are open ,
at the New York World's Fair; students who want to go to The Fair
can obtain' a job in the eastern
states iwthitt' "day's off" distance
of New York. Some camps plan a
trip to The Fair as a part of their
planned program of activities.
The 1964 "Summer Employment;
Directory" li sts 35,000 specific summer job opportunities all over the
country, name and address of the
employers which offer them , salary,
and a sample letter of application
and personal data sheet to assist in
making application. Employers are
listed at their request and they invite application fro m college students.
'
Students who would like to obtain
an individu al copy may ask for
"Summer Employment Directory "
at the bookstore or order by mail
by sending .$3 (special college student price) to National Directory
Service, Box 32065, Dept. . C, Cincinnati, Ohio 45232. Mark "rush"
for first-class mailing.

Here Summer

Jolts Available

This Year

XJe > T? e Jl l_Jri3 Ji.

The program , now in its first year,
currently has fourteen students enrolled , including five women.

,/fK r^Sij ^
COLLEGE QmaK

At Princeton , the Program is administered through an Advisory
Committee made up of: Dean of the
College J. Merrill Knapp (Chairman), Professor Morroe Berger
(Near Eastern Studies), Professor
Cyril E. Black (Committee on Regional Studies), Professor Richard
T. Burgi (Slavic Languages), Professor Marius B. Jansen (East
Asian Studies)' Professor Robert C.
Tucker (Russian .Studies), Professor Theodore O. .Young (Oriental
Studies), W , Bradford Craig (Bureau of Student Aid), and E. Alden
(Office of Admission).
Dunham

OF LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

c_cf/f? )
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Salutes the World's Fair ..**..^,® **,*.,«
- _ •¦1,1*
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TWO 5-WEEK SUMMER SESSIONS
Enjoy a profitable summer of study and recreation
at the 141-acre campus of C. W. Post College,
located on the North Shore of long Island;
only 30 minutes from the World's Fair,
one hour from Midtown Manhattan.
On-campus facilities include: swimming,
gymnasium,riding, bowling, theatre and concerts.

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
B>
for

$$ To Students
Reach; ;A11-Time
Hkh This Year

An all-timo , high was established
for Colby College during the academic year , 1982-63 in dollars allocated to student assistance.
In his annual report to the Board
o f Truste es , Arthur W. Soope,
Tr ea surer of tho collogo , states that
$412, 331 wits awarded for student
aid through scholarships, loans, and
work opportunities. ,
Of tho. figure, "1288,901 was given
outright , , iri scholarship grants,
$75,430 in loans, and $48,000 in employment , Five ypars -ago tho same
awards totalled ¦ f 147,016. . Tho percentage of students assisted through cash ' grants, loans ,
and work opportunities has increased from 18% in\1958 to 26%.
' Colby Administrative Vice Pres^
ident Ralph ' S. Williams credited
the rise ' to oxpatided endowment
and to annual giving'. '
' '

^B"&g5>"'

DAY & EVENING SESSIONS

JUNE 22 to JULY 24
NEW MEN'S

and

* JULY 27 to AUGUST 28

WOMEN'S RESIDENCE HALLS AVAILABLE

ACCELERATE YOUR DEGREE PROGRAM
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE off erings include studies in
Lib eral Arts and Sciences , Pre-Professi onal , Pro-Engineering, Bu sines s and Education.
GRADUATE COURSE offerings Include studies in Biological
Sciences,Education,English,Guidance and Counseling,
History, Librciry Science,Mathematics,Music Education
and Political Science.
DISTINGUISHED yiSI TING AND RESIDENT FACULTY
OUTSTANDING LIBRARY FACILITIES
APPLY NOW 1,..Admission open to VISITING STUDENTS
from other accredited colleges, y
\
For additional Information, summor bulletin and
application,phono 516 MAyfalr 6-1200 or mall coupon
l Doah of Summor School,C.W, Post Collogo,P.O.,Groonyo|o,U.I., M.Y.11543
| Ploaso send mo Summer Scfssloh^ Information liiillotiri.
rfp
i y D Women 's Rosldonco Hoir
? Moh 's Rosldbrice riai);
p Gracl|i»to ? Day p Jivbhihlt'
\ i ? Undergraduate
>|
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Editorials:

NY Times Reviews r
y /
['.
"Maine And Its
'
Artist " Display
... ¦-

A Statement Of Genera! Policy

One of the most disturbing aspects of the contemporary American
scene has been a general abdication on the part of the American press
of its "freedom". In an era characterized by Big Advertising and Cold
war "security" measures, the American press has all too often acceded to these twin pressures and failed to demand or to explore the
truth of events and issues. The days of a crusading, muckraking (in
the best sense of the word) press seem to be over.
The implications of this kind of condition for a college newspaper
like the ECHO are twofold. The first is that the pap er must never be
allowed to become a public relations news sheet for the administration or for any vested interest. The editorial policies of the paper must
emphasize a criticall y interpretive attitude toward campus events and
issues. A second , and more directly related , implication of the above
is that the paper cannot simply parochiall y confine itself to Colby
news. There are people in this school who have an extensive, often
first hand , knowled ge of what is really happening in certain very vital
areas of the world. One such example is the three part series beginning this week by Richard Pious, a senior who was in Panama during
the recent riots. What he saw and heard differed markedly in many
respects from what the American press reported. The ECHO hopes
to be able to publish more of this kind of material as the semester

by John Canaday y
Ed. Note : The following is . reprinted from - the NEW YORK
TIMES, "Feb. 11, 1964.
An extraordinarily pleasant exhibition , "Maine and Its ' Arti st s,"
has reached the Whitney "Museum
of American Art, 22 West - 54th
Street, after originating- 'last May
at the Colby College Art Museum
in- Waterville , Me., where it was
part of the college's 150th anniversary celebration. Way stops at the
Portland Museum of Art and the
Museum . of Fine Arts in Boston
have cost it a number of pictures ,
reducing the total from 115 to about
80, some owners having been unwilling to make extended loans. The 80
are good enough to make one regret
the losses. .But perhaps it is good
for New York to play second — or ,
in this case, fourth-fiddle for a
change.

'
goes on.
to give
continue
the
ECHO
will
in
terms
of
policy,
general
Lastly,
full support to the civil rights movement, believing that this is the
most important social ."revolution of our time and that to remain indifferen t to these issues is to forfeit a degree of our humanity.

The exhibition was organized under the direction of Prof. James M.
Carpenter , chairman of the department of art at Colby College , with
Lloyd Goodrich , director of the
Whitney among those collaborating.
A generous point of view allowed a
flexible definition of a Maine artist ,
including not only native-horns but
summer colonists , and not only distinguished portrait painters (such
as Copley) who were imported to
immortalize the local gentry, but
anonymous primitive Down Easters
for whom Boston was the near limit
of outer space.

Janua ry . Plan Evaluation

In spite of the fact that the January Plan has been in operation for
three years and there would seem to have been plenty of time to iron
out some of its initial difficulties, a great deal of con troversy and dissatisfaction still exists and, if some are to be believed , has increased.
After the first January Plan the Echo published an evaluation of it.
The difficulty with this evaluation was that it lacked enoug h concrete
data to be representative of student op inion as a whole. Believing that
a reasonably accurate , objective survey of . the January Plan is badly
needed now, the ECHO has distributed survey questionnaires to the
student body. From the results of this questionnaire and from other
sources the ECHO hopes to compile an accurate evaluation of the
Jan Plan. We would appreciate it very much if everyone would take
a few minutes to fill out these questionnaires and return them to the
collection boxes located around campus as soon as possible. We cannot preten d to do justice to the evaluation unless a majority of the

And yet the exhibition has an undeniable unity from its earliest examples , dating from the first decade
of the 18th century, up to the moment. The last name tin the alphabetically listed catalogue is Malvin
Albright Zsissly, and the title of
his contribution , ' 'Maine Nostalgia ," would do nicely for jus t about
any Avork in the show. Landscape—
sometimes rocky, sometimes verdant , sometimes both , plus tho sea
— is the dominant theme, although
happy, solid people are also around
and about.

surveys are returned.

Ski Slope Facts

"Ho w is the ski slope doing ?"
This question sent tho ECHO to
Arthur Seepc, college treasurer, for
facts and figures.
According to Seepc, tho Buildings
and Grounds Committee , stressing
the need for facilities for non-competitive athletics , originally presented Iho plans for the ski slope to
tli o 'Hoard of Trustees.
The Trustees allocated .fu-l.-'lOO
for the slope , '%o bo taken from
building 'funds , no t ' specifically appropriated for the ski slopo, " according to Soepo.
Tho treasurer admitted that the
school does nob expect to recover
th o .original investment , although
there is hopo that the slope will
break oven in operating expenses
(e.g. maintenance , salaries). It is
anticipated that tho moderate fees
charged for uso of tho slopo will
cover this cost.
Tho collogo owns and operates the
slope , whil e the city of Waterville
mai ntains tho road to the area.
Buildings and Grounds handles tho
maintenance chores, with Colby students and a few townspeople man-

As an informal survey of American painting over two and a half
centuries , c 'Maine and Its Artists "
does very well. Tho good fortune
tliat includ es such names as Winslow Homer and John Marin as legitimate Maine painters by enth u siastic adoption gives a solid historical body even though there is no
way to squeeze in , for instance,
Thomas Making . The historical character is not in the inclusion of the
proper list pf names from tho encyclopedia bub' in tho informal summ ary o f ' successive styles , from native Americans to 20tli-Contury abstraction;

ning tho towers and ski patrol.
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(on tho Rotary)
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Fabulous Itallan Sandwiches
Dy
namites
!
Pizzas and
300
Plzzo
j
" Tiny to ny " Choose
Moa t Ball Sandw iches
and Hot Poppor noils
\
Groceries and Boor to take out j
Froo Deliver y on $4.00 ordors
and ovor. Call ahead and Havo
your ordors ready.
f R 2-0T31' [
nightl y
0
a.m.
til
12
p.m.
upon
1
p.m.
j
Opon Sundays
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Colby 2000 AJ).

To v tiie discussion groups ' who
worked on the problem of Rules Revision for Student League.
I am enclosing- this letter which
will be ' sent to all members: of the
student body. The proposal is far
from the system of individual responsibility that had been originally
suggested but if you feel thait this
is the; better; way to get an acceptable social situation at Colby, th en
here it is.
To the Student Body of Colby College 2000 A.D.
You will all foe pleased , I think ,
to hear that the newest proposal for
social government of the campus
has been accepted- by your fellows
and the administration. After nearly
fifty years of struggle "we have come
upon something that will provide
the final solution to the social
problem . The administration enforced police system is, ,of course,
the ideal way to execute rules , but
it has failed because severe enough
penalties have not been meted out.
The reason that the administration
has been so lenient is unclear ; perhaps it is because they accept -.the
doctrine of in loco parentis. (This
as we understand it , is a fifty year
old concept that a parent should be
a "pal" to his child.) Whatever
the reason , it is no excuse, and the
new system will prevent this from
ever happening again.
Perhaps it would be wise to describe the new , system. Hours and
rules will remain the same. The all
important lady- and gentleman-like
behavior clauses will , of course, be
kept. The difference will be ftrand
only in the way offenders are treated. The night watchman will ¦be replaced 'by a student comrnittee
(hooded to protect their identities.)
They Trill apprehend violators on
both sides of campus and all of these
will be branded with an A- (scarlet )
so that their moral turp itude will be
visible to all. In addition to this
method of capture , we will , of
course , insist that anyone suspected of offenses of a social-moral nature be reported , so that equal justice can be administered to all. The
person reporting the greatest number of offenders during tho school
year Avill be tlio recipient of a special reward.
A Court oi Minor Inquisitions will
bo established, to deal with lesser offenses (i.e. time violations , of less
than five minutes ,) Thoy ' will 'be
empowered to set up a pillory dn

.

y-
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the main quadrangle of the campus
and' to commit violators to a sentence of from two to four 'hours 'in
public view. It is also directed that
the Spa be • instructed to ' sell roi>
ten' apples, eggs, and tomatoes- to
be used at the .students'7pleasure.
The court . will also deal with'~bffenses of a more, serious nature,
(i.e. from five minutes' tolone hour
lateness1). They will : "be encouraged
to have the offenders ' whipped with
a severity proporti onal to' the offense committed. These whippings
will be held' on an afternoon of the
week specifically set aside for. this
purpose, at -which all members of
the . student body are required to
be present. In an instance where no
whipping is scheduled , an impronrptu election will be made from the
student body at large so as not to
disturb the routine.
Since it is presumed that any violation of more than one hour late
will be caused "by immoral , or lecherous drives, these offenses will be
most fiercely prosecuted. . They will
be handed to the Grand Inquisitorial Court by the Minor Inquisitorial
Court. If the offender , so accused ,
fails to admit the immorality of his
offense, lie will be put to the rack
and the screw until he does. If he
still insists on the innocence of his
action , the Court , realizing that
this is a possibility, will for the
sake; of the truth , offer a trial by
the will of the Supreme One (i.e.
trial by fi re or water , subject , of
course, to the weather). Men - have
the opti on of choosing trial by combaty Women will have to be denied .
this since we have had difficulty in
obtaining sidesaddles. Un.der special
conditions a . woman may choose a
champion to fight for her in such a
battle.
Confessed violators will be held
over until the following autumn
when they will be executed. It is
planned that instead of bonfires and
pep-rallies for football games, good
old-fashioned witch-type burnings
be instituted . If the number of violators gets too large to be cheaply
and efficiently accomodated in this
way , a gas chamber Avill be built to
handle the overflow.
It is almost certain that these
measures will reduce the number of
violators and mora l offenders . We
aro proud of the student body for
its responsibility in enacting this
system.
The G rand- Inquisitor

Since its dedication last month ,
the ski slope has faced many of the
inevitable problems of tlio first year
of operation , including a staff which
was unfamiliar with the equipment
and the general running of a ski
area. Further , the weather .was uncooperative , necessitating artificial
snowmnking, and tho expected number o'f skiers has not matorializied.
Ansol Crindell , general foreman of
buildings and Grounds , drew parallels witV the first year of operaColby College is condensing its
tion of Alfond Arena in 1955, when
Commencement
into throe days. Tho
Tn tho latter category , h owever ,
the school faced some of the same
program
usually
has
open ed Friday
tho show ' -peters out a bit — and
problems.
^
and
concluded
Monday.
This year
rath er pleasantly,, as if Maino had
It was originally expected th at simply decided to ' dispense
graduation
wil
l
be
moved
ahead to
with all
Dr . -Charles Jacobs of the Music
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Sunday.
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WCOL-W Ice. , ;-¦
Show;TunieIn At
Alfond Arena

. Once , again the Colby Ice Show
will feature the very talented skat-'
ing star of the Boston Skating Club ,
Ann Pellegrino. She is a gold , medalist skater who qualified for the
1964 Nati onal Fi gure Skating Championships.
Centering around the theme of
television; the program will demonstrate the' skating talents of numerous Colby students ' as well as the

The winter Carnival Comim tree
has been very fortunate this year . to
have Mr. Jonas Rosenthal as its
faculty advisor. Mr. Rosenthal , who
is Administrative Assistant to th e
President and Professor of Sociology, is well Known on the campus.
As advisor to the committee , he
has been a tremendous help, in coordinating
facu lty and student
ideas , and his interest and advice
have been invaluable to the committee. We would like to extend our
warmest wishes and appreciation to
him.

Last Chance For
Earl y Bird Bonus ;
Bu y Your Bid Now

The "early bird bonus'' which the
winter carnival committee is offering again this year as an incentive
for . .¦"students- ttoTTouy ' bids early~ ' will
be available until today, Saturday, February 22 at 12 :00. If you
buy a bid before this date, you will
be eligible to win a new pair o
Head Standard Skis from the Peter
Webber Ski Shops on Main Street
At a value of $98.50, the head skis
are the pride of skiers . 'The drawing
for this valuable prize will be held
at the Odetta Concert on February
29. It's still not too late, so hurry
and buy your bid. Bids are available in the Spa from 9:30-3 :30.

Who Will Rei gn?

Peggy Miller '
faculty in their annual ' hockeygame. Johnny Nimon in the "Mayflower Hillbillies", or an , exciting
badminton game on the ice. Jinx
Bri ght , a* freshman from the Cleveland Skating Club, "Weezie Lippschutz , a, silver medalist from Buffalo, New York , and Jan Konzo, a
freshman from Illinois will perform
solos.
Peggy Miller , a senior biology
major at Colby, is a gold medalist
skater who has not only directed the
ice show , but will also perform a
solo on "W.C.A.L. T.V. " Peggy,
wh o i s a p r ofessi onal at , Colby, has
spent m an y hour s in th e last four
years directing the ice shows, and
she has also organized and directed
the skating cheerleaders . This will
be Peggy's last performance at Alfond Arena in her Colby career,

Every year a lovely junior or senior Colby co-ed; is chosen io reign
over the festivities of "Winter Car?
nival. The queen" is selected by a
board of judges from Watervville
who interview the candidates , and
judge them , with respect to the
qualities of, poise, personality, appearance , and intelligence.
The fraternities have asked the
following girls to be their candidates : Judy Turner , ADP ; J,udy
Egycs , ATO ; "Linda Johnson , DKE ;
Sus an Ellsw orth : DU ; J oss Coyie ,
KDll ; Jane Lewis, LCA ; Diane
Matfcison , Phi' Delt ; Golria Shephard , Pi Lamb ; Diane Terry, Tau
Delt; and Sally Mc'Cobb , Zete.
One of these candidates will be
crowned queen of *'Winters "Way "
at the ice show on 1 Friday evening.
She will greet, guests at tlie semi
formal dance to oe held following
the ice show. We all wish the can
didates tho very best of luck.
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^1:30—JBuff^fc Supper — Foss Hall
"7:00—Ice Sfiow '—Alfond Arena
> 9:00—All .College Dance and Queen 's Recep¦}
tion ¦— Runnals Union

Saturday,

Februar y 29

\' ¦

' Y . ' y'Y.

;

10:30—Ski Meet .— Colby Slope,,Y: ' BBBB
12:00—Snow/ Sculpture .JudgingY'¦ '¦'•:¦¦ B: B- y-Y
Y- WateryiUe Qpei-a':; y' ;
2:b0~-Odetta Concert
¦
! ¦'
¦ ¦
. .' • ' ' ' ' ;;/;¦ "House-: ' ¦;, "' ; ' ' '/ ' ¦< ' B '^ B '- - ;\-y ' Y'YY ^
vs. -CcttfyisY v
I 8:15—Basketball G-ame •—-' Bowdoin
¦
'
:
"
'
' ] 10 ;00—Fraternity Partiei? , ' Y:^ Y - ^Mb BB

¦ ¦¦ ' "
\ Sunday, Mar ph I

Y, ¦;

- 'Y'Yj : ' ' ' "BB b BB;.

10:30^Bromo Brunch —\ Runnals Union '
,: 2 ;00~T^
Co-ed

Y\ ]Sv YY ' :Lb^

:

, Returning to California , • she
made an appearance in the film ,
"Cinerama Holiday, " singing a
rousing version of the old sea chanty,! "Santy Anno. " In this song,
Odetta 's voice and personality are>
so felicitously made one with the
ODETTA
music that she has ever since made
it peculiarly her very , own. In
On Saturday, Feb. 29, the feature attraction of "Winter 's Way ", "Sanctuary," a more recent f ilm,
Odetta , will give a concert at the Waterville Opera House. This con- she played Nancy, the murderess.
cert , which will be . Odetta 's first appearance at Colby, has been Here she was able to exhibit a new
facet of her many-sided personality
prompted by student enthusiasm for this outstanding singer.
ia a straight dramatic role.
Surely it will not be denied , es- intensely personal , her gift of voice
Once again , her reputation prepecially on college campuses all little short ' of phenomenal .
ceded her to Chicago , and there,
To Odetta , folk music brings a
over the nation , that one of the
for a time, she virtually made *
in
sense
of freedom , though she is artruly great contemporary voices
second home of that celebrated temfolk-singing is that of Odetta. For tist enough at all times to move
ple to the art of the folk song, r
several years now , she has been en- about in this freedom with dignity
"The Gate of Horn ," where overtrancing audiences in night clubs, and restraint. Generations of the
flowing crowds led to repeated enfrom the "Hungry i" in San Fran- poor and down-trodden sang these
gagements. She has recorded albums
cisco to New York' s "Blue Angel. " same songs before ever they were
for Tradition , Vanguard and "RiverIn the capitals of Western Europe, set to paper and scored for voice
side , and is presently appearing unto which insistent popular demand and banjo.
der the RCA label. Numerous teleHer first professional performance
has persuaded her to return , Odetvision appearances and her eagerly
came
when she was cast in a West
ta > has demonstrated the deep, elea-waited college concert tours round
mental quality of her communica- Coast production of "Finian 's Rainout a busy and expanding profestion with her audiences.
Here, bow ," which soon toured to San
sional life.
where audiences have already built Francisco. It was the first time
For her growing audiences every- '
her into a legend it is clear that she'd ever been away from home.
where,
perhaps Odetta's most sigshe
re"I
felt
so
melancholy,"
differences in language and cultural
nificant
recent expansion has been
lates
"that
when
I
met
/a
couple
background , far from imposing bar,
a
quite
natural
of
Bay
Area
folk
singers,
evolution into the
I
was
have
left
riers to understanding,
blues.
probably
Here
where
the timeless.,
a
lot
more
receptive
to
open a path for empathy between
,
fathomless
lament
their
songs
than
I
might
of
the
human con- ,
otherwise
singer and listener. As- she goes on
to new triumphs both here and have been. I remember that they dition demands the greatest freeabroad , Odetta stands revealed as sang the song ' "I' m My Mother's dom b oth of temp o , and emotional
an interpretive artist of rare gifts , Chi l d ," for instance, an d it moved pit ch , Od etta has f ound on e m or «
who has b rought new power and an aie deeply, " From those singers means of expression and still anemotional intensity to the old, >s ad she also heard for the first time the other facet of her own musical idensongs tliat .' tell of endless toil or powerful, work song, "Take This tity. Odetta has become a; legend
bli ght ed l ove,; and to the lullabies' Hammer ," which is today one of and it is clear here, too , she ha-s
and f a nt asies thr ou gh which ' she her most poignant and memorable found the fusion of the burden of
magically * transports the listener, numbers. The beauty and richness sorrow with her own unfor gett abl e
Her style , is i n dividu a l , h er idiom of 'these old.songs , it seemed to her, warmth and vitality.

In |c>rm al Date With Kiti Three

Winter Carnival Schedule
Frida y, February

lay in the honesty of their approach
to the roots of our own heritage.
And she was especially fascinated
by the freedom and range of expression they allowed the singer.
Odetta played various West Coast
cluibs for a year, and even while
she worked there, news of the excitement she was generating in California was traveling by word of
moUj th to the well-known spots on
the East Coast. She was invited to
play a. month at New York!s "Blue
Angelj '' and here she not only won
new . .audiences , but' . the admiration
of other' folk singers as well, among
therh Pete Seeger and Harry Bela'. . ' •
'
fonte.
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bring y our own blankets
The Kin Three' will give a con- Fair in New York.
'
.
This
concert
will:.
be
informal
so
to sit on the floor.
at
2
:00;
on/Sunday
aftornoony
cert
This popular folksinging group from
Waterville , ' Maine organized last
spring as a. 'trio a'nd started theft
car pe rs singing for church groups
and service ' clubs. - Last fal l theji;
si ghed to ¦rboqr^l for ABS records i^
Now York, arid'their first release is
du d this ; spring,; Tliey > have starredin Hootoriannys ' throughout Maino
arid aro . currbntly anjoy/ag a vovi
successful rVi'ni , at' the riowy" Chalet 1 !
ori Saddleback 'ftfouritai'n j n Rango. i
loy-, Mrtine^i j , {¦ ' : . . • ;• :.'' .¦'
'¦'. ;Tho itiri ¦Thro .o; consist; ;qf • Alton ,.
.25, . his Bi iai '!or ,'. ,"DIan 'ie, lfyyan d their
gtuita ' r p laying i coiisin i '-, Roger , 22,
vfrho arr^^os- . as' yvi'oll 'aa ' sings for
¦th orn, ^liiair roportoi rd includes many
pf the ourrerit' .-hit folksongs as well,
as olassio 1, halljx'ls7 and, some orig inal
wovks . clraVri;' 'from their own music¦
al bacj tgrbu ticla; ,¦• '•'/. .¦•-, y Y' . :-¦¦: ¦
( Their jfutvir^y 'pldiis . include stato
tilis sumrnjor, telwido . ap^
evision/ ,; origagomonts, ! recording
'
¦ '' "
¦ ' ^' ' B
dates, and perohonoe tho World's
Kin three ' '.
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and plan

New 10TG
Offic ers

second semester the Junior Advanced Cadets take over completely. The
new rotation is as follows : Cadet Lt/
Gol. Paul K. Palmer is the Group
Commander, Cadet Major James G.
"Ellis is Group Executive Officer ,
' Anderson
Cadet Captain Norman ' &
Now that the second semester is is Squadron TV Commander, Cadet
under way the A.F.R.O.T.O. Group Captain Jon W. Brassem is Operafinds that it 'has new officers. The tions Officer , Cadet Captain Robert
purpose of changing the Cadet Of- "W. Drewes is Squadron II comficers is so that they occupy, vari- mander, Cadet Captain John E.
ous administrative positions. This Frieberg is Administrative Officer,
rotation also allows the Advanced Cadet Captain Bruce A. Henkle is
Cadets the opportunity to wort with Person nel Services , Cadet Captain
the Basic Cadets. At the end o'f the Michael R. K nox is Inspec t or , Cadet

Announced

Captain John Kreidcweis as Materiel, -Cadet Captain Bruce C. Pritchard is Squadron I , Commander,
Cadet Captain Todd H. Sherman is
Personal Officer, Cadet Captain
Donald J. Short is Squadron IV
Executive Officer, Cadet Captain

Gerald E. Zoehler, Jr. is Squadron
III Commander, Cadet 1st . Lieutenant Alfred J. Grezleake is Flight
F Commander, Cadet 1st ¦ Lieutenant William F. Henderson is
Flight E. Commander, Cadet 1st
Lieutenant Lawrence E. Sawler is
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— tI^"1 "A fort in one building—laundry, m
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barber,checking service, TV p
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if wiiu
roomi newsstand and tailor. »
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Reasonable rates:
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(One Block From Perm Station)
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THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: TOM CASHMAN
tions, which must be effectively integrated with local seivices and internal communications systems,
Tom is presently Information Supervisor at "White
Plains, New York, where he is responsible for keeping the
Eastern Area Long Lines employees informed of current .
telephone developments of local and national importance,
Tom Cashman, like many young men, is impatient to ,
make things happen for his company and himself. There
are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed
or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business.

CSmbell telephone companies
; TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-IVIONTH
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Telstar beamed the first transoceanic telecast, and Tom
Cashman (B.A., 1957) assumed the responsibility for training personnel and scheduling tours of the antenna complex
at Andover, Maine. He also spoke to numerous civic and
social groups on the various aspects of Telstar.
Not all of Tom's assignments have offered him the
opportunity to particip ate in 'a historical event, but as a
member of A. T.&T.'s Long Lines Department he is involved in the amazing communications advances of today.
Long Lines is responsible for long distance coramunica-
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Flight B Commander, - Cadet 1st
Lieutenant Starbuck Smith HI is
Flight D Commander, Cadet 1st
Lieutenant . Bernard • A.Sy Stupski
Jr. is Flight A Commander. Cadet
1st Lieutenant Robert W- Woodward is Flight C. Commander;.
The : .first Monday after ysemester
break, the sophomore R.O.T.C. class
began traveling to Dow Air Force
Base for the annual sophomore physicals . These physical examinations
were probably more ext ensive th an
any most of you . who have not been
in th e service, have undergone.
They ran for a whole day, and included dental and eye examinations
plus the usual blood, heart , pressure, X-ray, and impatience examinations. Even though I say impat ience, th ey actually weh't quite
smoothly. All but a very few were
disqu al ified f or pilot training be¦' /
cause of eyesight.
.
Last Monday most of the freshmen and sophomore cadets traveled
to Dow A.F.B. to visit the 75th
Fighter-interceptor squadron. The
75th is responsible for^joining in the
air defense of the North American
continent- It is part of AD(\ (Air
Defense Command j , the Air Force's
part in NORAD.
The cadets first attended a briefing where they were told about
some of the things they would see,
watched a film about one aspect of
air def ense procedu re, an d saw a
demonstration of rapid communication when a call /was made to 'Syracuse, N.Y. to ask a Lt. Col. howmany unknown unidentified,' aircraft had been sighted nearing North
America during the last twenty-four
hours.
Next the cadets were divided into
two groups. One went to the F-101
hanger, where they saw an actual
aircraft partially dismantled. They
were shown some of th e radar an d
computer c'ircitry and had many of
their questions answered for them.
The second group went to the simulator. This is a room which contains ah exabt replica 1 of ithe' F-101
cockpit, plus three or four control
panels. Pilots get into the cockpit'
and instructors at the panels can
cause and watch the results of any
emergency. The replica is so accurate that the machine temporarily
breaks down if the pilot crashes. A
couple of the cadets got to try, this
out first hand.
Beginning next Monday, the entire detachment will be transported
to the local • National Guard armory
where they will "begin. drill instruction and practice. Using the new armory is an experimental attempt to
instruct marching before the Maine
snow melts " in the spring.
¦*?
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Success comes early to college
women who supplement their
education with Gibbs training
—who obtain marketable skills
that gain them quick entry into
. ' the fields of, their choice.
SPECIAL COURSE FOR
COLLEGE WO MEN- 8% MONTHS
Write College Dean ,
for GIBBS GIRLS AT "WORK

K A T HARf N¦ ¦
- ' : , .'€$' ,}. BB'jS - ." .- .' '¦ |
SECRETARIA L
I

BOSTON iO, MASS., 2 IMarlliorouBli Stroot
NEW YORK 17..N, Y., 200 Park Ayonuo
MONTClAin, H, l„ 33 Plymouth Stroot
PROVIDENCE 0r R, I., 2S5 /IngotI Stroot

by Dick Pious
'
(Editor's note : yThi s. 'is the first
in . a yfchreejpar t - series By TRichard
Pious, former Echo ^ Editor and Se-(
nipr government major. Pious was
in Panama during the recent riots;)
On Thursday, January 9,/ 1964,
the neW administration of President
Lyndon B. Johnson came face to
face with . its first foreign policy
crisis. On that day, and over the
weekend tha* followed , "hundreds . of
Panamanian civilians were wounded,
scores were killed , and th e Unit ed
:States Army ,lost - three soldiers .and
had ,many "wounded in l>loody demonstrations near the border separating the Canal Zone from Panama.
During "the weeks that, followed the
.governments of Panama and the
United States of America were
plunged into a diplomatic deadlock
in .Which each side knew that to
retreaty from its position would
be political suicide. At this date,
the crisis is not yet resolved. A solution, a way o u t - o f'' the deadlock ,
depends on adequate consideration
of the facts of the dispute itself ,
and on ah • appreciation of the short
and long term conditions that led
to ' the ridt , and the responsibility
for these conditions. This paper is
an attempt to add to what is known
about v the incident. It is based on
the writer's firsthand observation
of events, on interviews with Panamanian officials and citizens and
Americans living and working in
the Zone, on local newspaper , television , and radio reports of unfolding events , and on travel through
Ecuador and Colombia in the week
following the explosion in Panama.
For the writer, the day on which
the ridting erupted started normally enough. The weather was, as
usual , warm an'd sunny, and there
was a slight breeze blowing in from
the , sea. . in *,the-.; city -of •.•-.Colonj - . a
peninsula separated- from the rest
of Panama by the Canal Zone, on
the Atlantic -side of the isthmus.
The 10 :30 but to Panama City, on
the Pacific side, which travels
through the lush tropical countryside, provided an enjoyable ride,
but hair-raising at times. The driver flirted with a young rural schoolteacher throughout the tri p, and
thought nothing of ' palssing two or
three cars on blind curves while
crooning tho latest hit tunes. At
the time I thought the bus ride
would be the most dangerous part
of my project , for the Latin considers that driving a bus or car has
tho: sam e mystique 'that is attached
to the bullfight. I arrived at the
bus station in Panama . City atout
12 :30 , and walked two blocks to
the Shaler Triangle to have lunch
in the Pan American . building.'. The
Panamanian restaurant is located
on tho j nozaanine of the building,
and looks out across the Triangle.
Oh the, right is the Rational Libra-'
ry, which' resembles any county
courthouse on Main Street , U.S.A.
Next , to that 'buil ding are tho offices df. [ the National and Republican political parties. Facing the
restaurant is tlho: ultra-modorn Aaam b lea National , in which the leg'
isl atiivo assembly, not thon :ih session , moots. ' To tho left are 7 two
flagpol es, and tut .the timo tho Panamanian and , American fla gs , symbolic of mutual understanding .. and
cooperation bo'twoen tho two, governments, ; fluttered lazily, in , tho
breeze. ' , .I , - had, boon „to the restaur'
ant a , few ' times befforb^ and - the
waitress smilbct when I.. ' asked , for
an item ' thoy were always but ,,of. ;,
After lunch I i wallied ' across fcho
street to ' the 'Naifci otiad Library, The
;
building ;is 7 old > , verging on decay,
and/the liibrtfry 'sopms unlik 'e'ly 'to

contain"i ynipro y tliari .' ' a' hundred
thousand , ; vbhi rnes. ,'7 1 wont £6 thb
ymag&riri#
sobonc( 'floor/ wh o' rbV-tW
-^j ^^
P*
'
fy
vW')^*^/.!^
^ks
¦
"
7
¦
•
,
,
Cast
r
o
lite^turo
find' ,;. whi4py?r v
oquld ^boiroad. ' in .th ^i library. ^ . Tho
8oaroh>i wash ? rewdrdocV in any ' ufyex*

pected way. Hidden inside a Hon- Zone'"-authorifcies as an apologist for
duras ; liter'axy review called ''Hon- tne Castro regime, . being 7 told , to
duras Literaria '' was the - newspa- the workers. N o - propaganda was
per published by the Castroist 'par- passed , and no. agitation was occurty;, in Panama , "El . Mazo,'' ¦ subti- ring. The strikers had been demontled "Organ.6; del7 comite central del strating at . fche ';v Triangle all week ,
Patidoi 'd el'r Pueblo," a fiv e-cent at the spot where 'President Kennepaper that I , had seen before in dy Avenue ceased' being the border
some of < the 'poorer sections o'f -the between Panama . City and the Cancity. .; Thisy-^yparticular issue of ythe al Zone and . entered the downtown
newspaper, from August 24,v 1963, business area , and nothing had hapheadlined such articles .as ''Cuba pened. They were'settling back for
dennncia al imperialismo" (Cuba another lazy ufternoon in the warm
denounces "Crnperialism), The' story : sunshine.
"El representan/te ,del gobierno rev- . At' 4 :00 p.m.; I left this peaceful
oluoionario C/iibano ante la ONU en;- siesta for an - appointment at the
trego al Secretario General :U University ,of, Panama to interview
Th ant , el 'textb corhpleto de la de- a professor in the School of Jourr
nuncia del Gobierno de Cuba , por nalism. The propaganda of the Unilas ; mievas y cdntinuas opresiones versity Communist Party had been
de los EE; UU. a su pais." (The instrumental in the victory of the
representatives of the revolutionary Communist Party just the day begovernment of Cuba to the United fore , in the student elections. . .DesNations handed to Secretary Gen- pite the fact that- the administration
eral U Thant the complete text of had dhanged the voting procedures,
the protest . of the Cuban govern- forcing all . students to vote, and
ment for the new and continual op- despite the Institution of a. proporpressive measures of the United tional representation system, deStates of. America ,against his coun- signed to insure a larger proportry. ) Other Honduras magazines in tion of non-Communist delegates in
the library contained other pieces the University Council , the Commuof similar literature from the Par- nists had scored an impressive victido del Pueblo . I remembered the tory, polling 2,307 votes ; the comComment made 'by David Simcox of bined total of their three opponents
the political section of the American being 1,502 votes. One of the key
^
Embassy that the Partido del Pue- factors in their . victory had been
blo had strong ties with the Com- a four-page newspaper, printed and
munist Party of the University, I distributed to all the students , "Voz
resolved to check whether the same Universitaria ," "Organo informamaterial could be found in the Uni- tive de la Union de estudiantes unversity library.
iversitanas. " What was the connecSome of this material -would have tion of this paper to the school of
been confiscated by the government journalism? "What was the connecof Panama. An official of .the DENI, tion of this paper to the Partido
the Panamanian equivalen t of.' the del Pueblo? It seemed that the stuFBI , Mr. Lopez Ohiari'(no relation dents had been coached well for
to President Chiari ) had told me their smash victory.
th at , as a result of a meeting of '« I walked through the new campus
Security Police Chiefs • in Central of the University,
up and down the
America and Panama on October 22, sloping lawns of
the campus , from
1963 in San Jose , it was agreed.that the administration
building to the
each country's security police would student union.
Nearby was the Sobe free to confiscate propaganda — cial Security Hospital
, also recently
either imported from Cuba or pro- constructed looking very much like
,
duced internally, if connected dir- a Miami Beach Hotel. My interview
ectly with Cuban subversion ,
was at 6 :00 p.m . The professor , who
"My next stop on Thursday was asked that his nam e not be used ,
less than a block away, where a was cordial. He said/ that the stuhuelga (strike) by the transport dents had put out their paper using
workers was in progress. I had the University facilities , and he did
ashed Mr. Simcox about Communist not doubt that they were influenced
agitation , and lie had told me ; "The by the Par tido del Pueblo. With
old lino Communist Party agi tates, pride lie continued that his faculty
but the Fidolitas are too impatient would be glad to take credit for the
for that sort df thing, It isn 't th at professional appearance of the stufchcy lack , the sophistication ; they dent paper , but that responsibility
just don 't have the patience for itr for its content rested entirely in the
You do find quite a hit of Commu- hands of 'hc/stiul prils. Wo discussed
nis t ,.agitation in the trade unions. " a ' wide mugo of topics the- strikIn 'this.report .'!enclose some exam- ers against , th e Gnnal Zone, -Perples .of . propaganda distributed by haps two years ugo tliere might' have
the ComTrnunist Party to trade boon violence , he said , but n ot' now.
unions . I wanted to discover wheth- He felt the ' issue' would be settled
er there was any such propagandiz- uoonor or later in Savor of the Paning and whether j any , such litera- amanians, provided the Americans
tur e' was being distributed in > this sent down -another. Ambassador like
particular strike. The workers in- J oseph Faiiand; . He told me that
volved would be especially recep- Americans simply .would not believe
'
tive, be cause th eir strik e w as , a pro- •h ow the actions of "Parland and tihe,
test against- the American govern- late President Kennedy changed a
ment in fcho Canal Zone, Tho , basic mood of hostility, against the United
issue , arg-uing that the Canal Zone States into an attitude of friendship
bus company should• • bo owned by and cooperation. Tho Panamanians
Panamanians. ' Solis , the Panama", j hr
id oven named one of their main
nianyForeign Minister , had issued thoroughfares,) Fourth of July Avea statement i thafc his office agreed nue , for the , late President and it
,
with- fcho /demands of tho strikers, was now 7 President Kennedy Aveand prbirrised that the government nu e. I reminded the professor of
would tafce up the matter with the ^ho constant throat to good relations
authorities i n - t he.Zoiio, As 'the dis- posed by tlie , flag issue In 1959
.
pute involved the Onnal Zone yTrea'
ty, tlio American Ambassador;would
h dyo ' to 'ho ay party t o the nbgbtid, •' ¦ . ' .. .
'
i
. 7 ',777 ; v .
'
had
;
7
)
tibns. So ; fdr , nothing
boon
done , ;b'ecdusb;;'b)ie U.nlted States, had
'
nob yet gotten , ground . to replacing
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there had been demonstrations by
students; iand workers against ' the
Canal Zone " because the "Panamanians wanted to fly their 'flag in the
Zone as a symbol of. sovereignty.
The gbyernment had supported the
demonstrations, trucking in ston es
and garbage for the crowds to throw
at. Americans. In 1960 there were
threats; of new riots;'' /The* Republicans were running ; pin their foreign
policy, record , and President Eisen1
hower acceded to the demands of
Panamanians and agreed that both
theyAmerican and Panamanian flags
w:ould . fly over , the Canal . Zone in
certain designated areas, later to
include 17 institutional locations and
the Shaler Triangle. This action
Was successful in blocking riots that
year. Now, early! in January, 1964 ,
the issue was • .alive again The Pan^
amanians had . asked that their flag
be ' allowed to fly over the . schools
in the Zone., The' American governor
of' the Zone,; Major General Fleming,. had /bowed instead to the demands of . the' Zone residents - and
had taken down the American flag,
refusing to ' fly any flag in front of
the schools at. all. On January 5,
the students at Balboa High > School
had replaced - the American flag and
had mounted a "student guard" to
see that . it ..remained flying. Fleming, who liked his job and did not
want to endanger it by antagonizing the Zonians, did nothing about
removing the flag, although it wais
flying in violation of his orders. 7,
I asked the professor what the
Panamanians would do about it.
"Surely ""' the Americans will take
down the flag, " he replied. "They
know -they are violating the agreement when they 'fly it." I said that
I didn 't think they would take down
the flag, and added my opinion that
it was an insult to Panama that the
Americans preferred to take down
their own flag rather than to honor
an agreement and permit both flags
to., fly. "Yes, that is an insult ," he
agreed , "And I tell you , the American students want to fly 'their flag,
honor their country, and that is
good. But our students , they will
want to fly the Panamanian flag,
and we are going to have stupid
demonstrations again. But (here 'he
laughed) maybe not for a while.
First , we have final examinations,
which will keep the students busy.
And by then maybe you will remove
your fliig . or raise ours ."
I (hanked , the professor and left
the school. It was 6 :20, As I stood
on the hi ghway waiting for a cnb to
take mo into , trie center of town , I
heard tho screaming wail of two
ambula nces ' -' and then saw the vehicles raco into, the hospital entrance.
Man y Panamanian students .passing
by also heard .these sounds of death
and paused to watch , Then , tho m oment passed , arid wo each w ont o n
about our business on this very
normal day in Panama. ,
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The Waterville Branch , American
Association of University Women ,
is sponsoring a concert to be given
by Mrs . Freda . Gray-Masse on
March 1in Lorimer Chapel at 8 p.m.
Mrs. Masse, mezzo-soprano, is wellknown in music circles , not only in
the State of Maine, but also in
other parts of the country and
abroad.
A resident of East Vassalboro ,
Mrs. Masse's career has taken 'her
to Massachusetts, Rhode Island ,
¦
New York , Kansas, Washington ,
B.C., Toronto , Canada, and London,
England. She has studied under the
conductor Pierre Monteux , and has
sung under his baton , both as soloist
and in symphonic choral works. Her
appearances in Maine include concerts with the. Portland-' Symphony
Orchestra, Reuben Gregorian , conductor,^ Bangor 'Symph ony Orchestra , - Lincoln County Symphony Orchestra, Colby Community Symphony Orchestra ; also at Bates College
and' ' the University of Maine. ' She
has also sung opera , singing the role
of Amneris in three performances of
Aida , with the Wichita (Kansas)
Symphony Orchestra.
The AAUW takes- great pleasure
in presenting Mrs . -. Masse in this
concert at Colby.' ' For many years
the Association has enjoyed very
cordial relations With the College ;
it wishes to contribute to the conducting. The proceeds from this concert will be contributed to the campaign.
The price of the tickets will be 50
cents for students through high
school ; f or all others , $1.25. They
will' be ' available from all members
of the Association , and also at the
door. .
The committee in charge of the
event includes : Mrs . John Reynolds , chairman , Mrs. Bruce Chandler , ushers, Mrs. Gary Bradford ,
tickets , Mrs. John Laws, tickets,
Mrs. William B. G row, programs,
Mrs. Thomas Myers , posters , Mrs.
Richard-K. Kellenberger, publicity.
Mrs. Masse is teacher of voice in
the Music Department at Colby. She
will be accompanied at the piano
by Mrs. Helen C. Ilobbins.
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Youn^ Mule Tyaekmep
Boast Strong Future j
by Derek Schuster
"
Swamped under somewhat by the
deluge o'f winter sports activity at
Colby, and forced to graze in foreign pastures, the Mule track team
has sneaked inconspicuously to one
of its more creditable seasons.
It is more or less axiomatic that
if a track squad is to survive amid
the warfares of New England competition , it must possess , a strong
indoor program and at least adequate facilities. Pending the materialization' of the eagerly "awaited
new gymnasium, Colby can claim
neither.
With several other contingents of
Mules scrambling for occupancy of
the gym floor , the cinderrnen have
been forced to work around all
other programs. Various componr
ents of the thirty-man aggregation
must dribble down for . practice at
assorted hours of the day and rarely is an Semblance -of an organized
session realized. There is no space
1
for weight events whatsoever and
only a relatively snowless winter
has permitted any practice at all.
Jump ing and pole vaulting are , at
most , rather clumsily performed on
the wooden basketball 'surface.
But Coach Ken Weinbel never
hesitates to emphasize the sacrifices

more Don Mayland's eclipse of .the
state pole vault record,,, as he soared
to 14'4" . Subdued po a humble output " of 13 points , the ¦Mules ' could
rejoice only in Sol Hartman "s s second ; place showing in the 100-yard
run.
The cinderrnen resume action
again tomorrow as they travel to
Lewiston for an encounter with
Bates and Bowdoin.
It is virtually impossible to evaluate the Mules ' overall performance
this season , since they have been
participating primarily in open
competitdpn , scattering representatives in various meets Among the
^
prime contenders are Ike Balbus ,
the lone senior ; and ' sophomores
Fran Finizio, a sprinter ; Pete Densen and John Taras ' ewicz, pole
vaulters ; weight man Bruce Barker ;
j umper Dick Gilmore , and hurdler
Barclay Belpw 3 a returning letter¦
man.
. .'
On- Lincoln's Birthday the freshmen initiated their season at Wadsworth Field House by eking out a
33-26 decision over Hdbron Academy.
Chris Balsley, a prospective star
from . Middleton , Conn., who received the honor of competing in
the Boston Athletic Association
meet earlier, copped .two first plac-

Sprinters Fran Finizio and Chris Balsley
ment of their skills. Tho pole vaulthis proteges endure in the nourishers must wade throu gh a d a il y half
hour ritual merely to arrange and
disassemble their pits. And what' s
more, the only immediate relief in
sight for the situation is the construction of banked turns on the
cork track ,
A breakdown of the youthful Mule
team would disclose that there is
but one upperclassman among the
seventeen freshmen and twelve
sophomores on the roster. Colby,
whidh has seen some loan years in
tho past, has been handicapped 'by
th e w ithdr awal from compe titi on of
poten tial standouts duo to the lack
of facilities,v But thi s year Weinbel describes his team as being
comprised - o'f varying quantities of
talent/' all of whom are sincerely
and arduously endeavoring for selfimiir ovonient,
,
l Col'by' 8

es and anchored the winning relay
team to pace the pointniakers. Other
notable scorers included- speedsters
Stove Freyer , Jim Hitter , and Bob
Comstock and high jumper Jeep
Simon and Ben Eielson.
Last Saturday at an AAU meet
in Portl and, Balsley and Finizio , a
one-two punch to bo reckoned with
by opponents for some time to come ,
represented the Mules in high
fashion. In the 40-yard dash , Balsley covered tlie distance in 4,6 seconds , thus matching a Colby record
established by C. M. Dolan in 1946
and duplicated in 1953 by freshman
Bob Montgomery, Finisdo , close on
tho heels of his teammate , garnered
7
second place honors ,
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by Al Filadoro
The Eagles of Boston College left
their home on the Heights df Chestnut Hill, Saturday ' and found
greener pastures in Alfond Arena.
-They -made shambles of the Mules
in, defeating them, 13-1: ' ¦
y
• Sophomores Phil Dyer from" Melrose, -Mass. and Jack . Cunniff of
South Bost on, Mass. led the point
parade with six apiece while most
o'f their fellow- team mates also fattened up their individual averages.
McLennan — Colby 's

only scorer vs. BC

Cagers Sp lit On Road;
"
Stone Sets State Mar
k

by Gavin Scotti
The Colby cagers split two games
on their road trip last weekend, losing to Trinity, 84-75, on Friday
night, and stomping out Brandeis,
88-69; on Saturday afternoon .
At Hartford , the Mules finally
rallied with 1:30 left to play a's
they' closed a 2l-point margin to nine
by the final buzzer . Charlie Eck
led the last-minute effort for the
Mules , as he- stole tflie ball three
times and tallied six quick points'
on layups.
Fouling ,by the Mules made the
difference in this game. Colby enabled Trinity to shoot from the foul
line 29 times , from which 18 points
resulted. Colby, on the other hand ,
only went to the line ten times
(three in the 'second half), for a
total of ""seven points. The Mules
outscored the Bantams , 68-66 from
the floor.
Ken Stone was again high scorer for the Mules with 29 points,
and sophomore backcourt man , Jim
Belfiore, paced the Bantams With
27.
Tlie next afternoon at Waltham ,
gave rise to an entirely different
Colby team . The Mules handled the
ball -well ; their shooting and rebounding were good , and their defense got progressively better as
the game moved on.
The Judges kept close to the
Mules throughout the first half , as
the scoreboard read 43-41, in Colby's
favor, at intermission. In the sec'ond half , however, Colby sprinted
out to a decisive lead , outscoring
Brandeis , 45-28. It was during the
second half that high scorer , Ken
Federman , collected 24 of his 30
points. Ken Stono had 21, ' and
Charlie Eck . t alli ed 12. Stu Paris
paced the Judges with 27. ,
By scoring 21 point's, Ken Stone
became the State of Maine's alltime- high scorer.. Ken 's career total so far, ; (There are four games

left) stands at a formidable 1370.
The former record-holder , Skip
Ohapelle of U Maine, had tallied
1352 in his varsity career . This is
certainly a great and deserving honor for the state's greatest cdllegiate
basketball player.
Also high on the list for (honors
is Ken Federman. Ken's 30-point
total of last Saturday leaves him
only 81 points shy of the magic
thousand-point circle. If Fed makes
the mark , he will be the sixth man
in Colby s history to score one
thousand points.

Colby played the game under a '
great handicap with goalie Larry
Sawler, • suffering from a wrenched
back and muscle spasms, still taking his spot in the twins./ Sawler
played the first two periods in great
pain before being replaced by Jim
Mutrie in the last frame.
BC put together period's of 5-5-3
to hand the Mules their worst drubbing of the season. Sophomore center Jack Moylan tallied t'he only
hat trick of the evening while John
Marsh , Eddie Downes, and Jack
Cunniff scored two each. Phil Dyer
and Fran Kearns accounted for the
remaining two goals. ,
Charlie McLennan got tlie only
Colby goal in the second period .

, Colby's hopes were darkened in
the second period when Jack Mechem was given a major ,penalty and
game misconduct for fighting with
BC's Pete Flaherty. Flaherty was
called only for a major and returned
to
action aifter 5 minutes.
Lee Williams' hoopmen now move
into the final round of State Series
The-day wasn 't a complete loss ,
compdtition. The Mules entered the however, as the Mule Frosh played
final trio of games with a 3-3 state a great game in beating St. Dom 's
mark , and they stood in *third spot , High of Lewiston, 2-1. Up to the
Colby game the Saints were undebehind Maine (6-1) and Bates (4-2).
feated in their previous 17 strai ght
The final game with out-of-state games and had
they beaten the
competition will be tonight , as the Frosh, they would have set a Maine
Mules entertain a powerful Rhode State record for consecutive wins in
Island club, paced by Steve Chub- a row. ,
in. The Ram s are ranked fourth in
The first period was scoreless and
New England. The Mules can com- was one of the roughest periods
plete a . 500 season with a sweep of played all season by the Frosh. Both
team's had their opportunities but
the final game?.
the goalies proved equal to the task,
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Lee

was happy to announce

Williams
that , as a

result of the collection at' the First
Annual

Alumni

Basketball

Game ,

$100 has been added to the fund for
Colby 's institutional

Each team scored in the second
frame with Mickey Ouelletto getting the goal for St. Dom 's and
Dick Lemieux for the Mules. Lemieux took a beautiful pass from
Dav e John son and shot inside the
far post for the goal.
Brad Coady became the hero df
the day, scorin g th e winn er with
only about 3 minutes remaining in
the contest. Dick Lemieux' assisted.

membershi p in

Next games for both squads 'i s
on
Saturd ay when the Varsity entho Basketball Hall of Fame. With
tertains Northeastern and the,.Frosh
the $307 previously collected , tho face off against Hebron Academy.
Game times are 4 p.m. ' and 8 p.m.
halfway point is withi n reach. ,
'""
respectively.
..
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recent outing, a
15
trian
g ular me et with
Februar y
Bowdoin and Vermont, was far
from auspicious as tho hosting Polar Hears r oll ed up 104¦ points in a
runaway . Tho moot was highlighted
by second place Vermont' s sophomost
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RESOLUTION

(Continued from Page Two)
4. Individual students and faculty
members at Colby College urge their
Senators and Representatives, to
support Federal aid to education
Resolved;. That the text of this
resolutioni be sent- to the
President
. - .
» -

of the United States, the Governor
of Malne, the Secretary of the Treasury j the 'Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare , the Director of
the Budget, the Chairman . of the
House Committee on Education and
La-hor, the members of the- Maine
delegation to the Congress of the

.
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United States , the . President, members of the Board ' of Trustees, and
faculty of Colby College, THE COLBY ECHO, and the daily newspapers in the State of Maine.
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Ralph W. Atkins Co.

SPECIALT Y FOODS
S. S. PIERCE PRODUCTS
Beer & Ale
20 Silver St.
(Waterville , Maine)

Printing and Photo
Supplies

Tel. 872-5565

34 Main St.

Tel. 872-8686

AAA — 24 Hr.
Home Service
2 Harland Street
TR 2-0551

Modern Drugs in ah
Old Fashioned Atmos phere

Waterville , Me.
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Complim ents of

Toby Nason's

Harold W . Kimball Co.

Pipes , Magazines
Wallets , Novelties
Main at Common St.

21 Silver Street

PARK'S

Waterville '

plements similar annual gifts-made structive citizenship. The generous
support wbicb 'tbe college continues
by Inco since 1957. ,,
In expressing appreciation for the to receive from t'he International
"
gran t, President Strider ' said : "The Nickel 'Company is immensely 'hearcomplex times in Ti. vbich. we live Inf- tening and we are very 7grateful."
pose added responsibilities upon
The grant is one df. a series awardColiby, As a college of the twen- ed' by . Inco to leading liberal .arts.
tieth century in this great nation, institutions and . isofpart of. tbe comcontinuing aid
Colby must meet new challenges as pany * program
^
it strives to advance knowledge and to higher education in the United
to educate it's students toward con- States.

An unrestricted grant of ; $10,00(5
has been made to Colby, by tbe International Nickel Company,- - it was
recently announced. This grant sup-

Arbo 's Garage

Cyr 's Waterville Drug
35 Mai n St.

International
Nickel Grants
Co% $l()9000
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This is Last Call on all Winter Jackets and Ski Wear ! We must sell every;. thing to make room for our new spring Madra Items and Bermuda Shorts.
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Insurance Com.

Thermo Heat Control
Air-conditioned
Modern Brick
Fireproof - Free TV
Wall to Wall Carpets

ARNOL D MOTEL

Between Waterville and Fairfield
Colby College Nearby
CLYDE & THERESA ARNOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
• '
COFFEE SHOP
TELEPHONE EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER , AAA , SUPERIOR
Direct to Canada
Routes 201, 100 and 11
Tel. 455-7318
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BUMPER TO BUMPER SERVICING
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ON ALL MAKES.
Tel; TR 3-4229
171 College Ave Waterville
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TO THE HOME OF THE
NEW "64" RAMBLER
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